
Footbridges
Internal & External Staircases
Site Set-Ups
Fire Escapes
Oil, Water and Chemical plants 

The EX30C 12T is an aluminium fronted, 12mm tread. 
Manufactured in the UK, OxClaw® Range meets the stringent performance for Anti-Slip and Anti-Wear as requested by Highways and Network Rail. With
these characteristics, it has been used extensively at stations in Crossrail and HS2 to provide maximum safety and performance for the user.
OxClaw® comes in a huge range of different profiles to suit different applications of which are designed and manufactured in the UK. Varying degrees of
duty, OxClaw® is perfect for the Rail, Infrastructure, and Public Environments. 
OxClaw® EX30C 12T is a complete nosing and tread system that is designed with a harder wearing front edge, reduce install time and ensure a superior
design life to standard GRP. 

Possible applications include but are not limited to: 

CALL FREE: 0208 057 8618

Cut and drilled to suit specific requirements to save install time on site. 
Fully compliant with AfA (Access for All) and DDA guidelines
Inserts can be manufactured to any RAL or BS (British Standards)
colour 
Lightweight, easy to install and low maintenance schedule. 
Pendulum anti-slip test results are in excess of 82 PTV in wet
conditions 
Heavy Duty 
Phenolic Resins available (tested and approved for LUL)
Manufactured in the UK
Stock insert colours: 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE OR BOOK A
CONSULTATION WITH OUR TECHNICAL EXPERTS.

WAUX.CO.UK
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White / Black 
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SIZES

*Please note that  these are stock lengths and we offer a cutting service to suit
drawings/specification of a project
*Going and Riser vision line is 55mm

Pendulum anti-slip tests (Sandberg LLP) BS7976: Part 2: 2002, PTV 83 in wet
conditions. 

Waux VulcaGR!P® GRP Insert and Tread surface on the OxClaw EX30C 12T stair treads
have undergone stringent testing by accredited third parties to meet the stringent
requirements of Network Rail and Highways. All certificate copies of the below are available
upon request: 

Aluminium Extruded Carrier with VulcaGR!P® Insert on the going and
aluminium PPC insert on the rising. 
Can be incorporated into a complete tread system, riser panels, and landing
plates 

Standard Inserts as yellow and white
Can be manufactured to any BS (British Standards) or RAL colour. 
Aluminium can be natural or anodised (Waux recommend anodising process if
installation is outdoors)

Properties 

Single vision line from stringer to stringer (55mm AfA Compliant)

Colour

Technical Composition: 
Aluminium Carrier: Alloy EN AW-6063 T6 (BC63) 
Inserts: PPC Aluminium Front (Rising) 
VulcaGR!P® with associated resins and fillers, please see separate data sheet
(Going)

Waux are able to offer cutting and drilling service prior to delivery to
ensure rapid and seamless installation process. 

ENVIRONMENT

Disclaimer: 
It is the purchasers/end user’s responsibility to carry out appropriate actions for the protection of the environment, the health and safety of its employees and purchasers of its products. The
above recommendations are made in good faith for the guidance of users and are without liability.

The Waux OxClaw® Range is manufactured in the UK from resins and raw materials
that are ethically and responsibly sourced, ensuring that the final products are able to
be upcycled or recycled. 
More about our processes and commitment to sustainability can be found at
https://www.waux.co.uk/sustainability.

OUR SERVICES

Waux are able to offer cutting and drilling service prior to delivery to ensure rapid and
seamless installation process. 
We also provide complimentary site surveys to ensure your application is suitable and take
final measurements before beginning manufacturing process. 
After installation, one of our technical engineers can visit your site to survey if necessary.

TESTING & APPROVALS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

ENVIRONMENT

Before You Start:
When installing OxClaw® stair treads, standard PPE should be worn including gloves, dust
mask, overalls, goggles and suitable footwear.
Ensure that the area that is to be covered is clean, dry and free from grease and any other
transient coating (moss, mould etc.) that may cause an interface between the substrate and
the product. Any loose/damaged areas should be "made good" to ensure a good even
surface.
Note: Small undulations may be overcome by applying a thicker bead of adhesive where
necessary. However, if fixing on top of timber, all rotten areas should be replaced and if
fixing on top of concrete, a proprietary concrete repair compound may be required.
Consider dry laying the panels first to ensure they fit properly and evenly.

Fixing:
We recommend fixing these products in place with the Bluline® adhesive available from
Waux and mechanical fixings such as screws. Bluline® should be applied to the tread in a
single line roughly every 100mm along the length, ensuring a generous amount. 
If also securing mechanically, fix screws into drilled holes. If fixed with adhesive only,
product must be left for 24 hours to cure before exposed to foot traffic. 

Cleaning & Maintenance: 
OxClaw® stair treads are extremely hardwearing and virtually maintenance free. However,
to maintain maximum slip resistance they will require cleaning periodically. The frequency
of this cleaning will depend on local conditions and volume of pedestrian traffic. Generally,
a stiff brush and hot soapy water will be more sufficient to remove most dirt however more
stubborn grime may have to be removed by using high pressure power washing. It is
suggested the integrity of any mechanical fixings and adhesive are checked annually.
Precautionary measures should always be taken to remove semi-permanent or alien
coatings such as oil, grease, lubricants etc. In the case of frost and snow, proactive action
should be taken to prevent slipping in the form of salts and sand which will have no
detrimental effect to the non-slip surface. 

THE INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDE ONLY AND MAKES NO CLAIM TO
BEING COMPREHENSIVE. ALWAYS EMPLOY SAFE PRACTICES. INDIVIUDAL CIRCUMSTANCES
WILL VARY.

Application
The OxClaw® stair tread range has been designed to meet the AfA/DDA
requirements coupled with the HSE and Rail anti-slip standards, but can be used as
a tread repair product, surface mounted. 
This gives many more years use to an existing stairway, giving longevity and
medium to heavy use properties to the front of the step edge, where most of the
impact will occur. With varying resin formulae, this product can be used in over
ground or sub-surface areas. 
The OxClaw® stair treads can be fitted to any substrate of Concrete, Timber, Steel,
Terrazzo or Aluminium but for guidance on the best use, please contact us on 020
8057 8618.

Up to 400mm going
55mm rising
90° angle nosing


